
Entire system solutions for 
effective handling of plastic powder 
Automated into the future

Plastic powder handling for an economical 
additive manufacturing

 Introduction of new powder
 Sieving of virgin and used powder
 Blending of building powder

 Safe material conveying in closed 
 loop piping
 Interim storage of powder in mobile silos

Systemized 
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Turnkey solutions from a single source
We also support you above and 
beyond the system integration
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Behind IB Additive stands a team of engineers and technicians who add 
their experience and professionalism from the bulk solids industry to new 
material flow solutions for additive manufacturing. We value personal con
tact with our customers – with the aim of designing customised technology 
from a standard system. If you would like to know more about us: Simply 
give us a call or drop us a line!

As an experienced plant construction company, we guarantee the pro
fessional and customer-oriented management of individual projects.  
Our customers also benefit from designated contact persons and our  
own production facilities, as well as short communication paths and deci
sion-making channels.

We are convinced that additive manufacturing processes will enjoy suc
cess in the future and grow in significance. We would also like to help 
shape the (preprocess) standards of automated 3D printing in series  
production. We look forward to exciting projects and are confident that  
we can make our contribution on the journey to the smart factory.

Years of experience to assist you
on your way to perfect automation
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Automated powder handling for 
additive manufacturing with plastics
We offer entire system solutions

When supplying plastic powders as materials for additive manufacturing, 
we rely on a modular material management system. This way, we ensure  
a stable process thanks to the professional way the different plastic pow
ders are handled. 

In addition, modularity gives our customers maximum freedom to convert, 
expand or combine existing systems. This creates the certainty that you 
will be very well prepared to deal with new plastic products.

At a glance – plastic powder handling from IB-Additive

Ergonomical emptying of Big Bags, sacks and containers

Closed loop conveying for a clean production environment

Thoroughly sieving and blending for qualified powders

Tailor made containers, standard containers and silos for storage
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Dust-tight emptying, conveying, sieving and blending are the essentials 
for the powder supply to the 3D printers. 
 
Our systems are designed to a maximum of flexibility to be combined 
with all established printing systems. This provides the freedom need-
ed to design taylor-made additive manufacturing production systems 
without any limitations.

Partial or entire solutions can be modular integrated into very different 
production environments. Interfacing to customer-specific systems are 
considered as individually and adjusted to suit. Well experienced engi-
neers and technicians planning and designing the suitable periphery to 
meet and optimize the customer’s additive manufacturing processes. 

New powder 
introduction

Used powder 
storage

Powder sieving 
and blending

Our powder systems in your production
For a clean and economical process
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Plastic powders fresh from the factory:
emptying big bags and sacks ergonomically
The material flow supply of additive manufacturing processes begins with the emptying of factory-fresh plastic 
powders, which are usually delivered by the manufacturer in big bags or sacks. IB Additive’s emptying stations are 
designed for a maximum of ergonomics and occupational safety. Accordingly, the stand-alone system modules 
can be easily connected to existing suction extractors or equipped with filters.

Some convincing facts
 It is designed for sacks and wideneck drums
 It features an integrated empty sack ejector
 Forms the interface to the pneumatic conveyor
 Keeps the production environment clean and free of dust
 Ensures better ergonomics and occupational safety
 Avoids contamination and wasting materials

Some convincing facts
 It makes the logistics with commercially available 
 big bags fast, easy and efficient
 Prevents the loss of raw materials due to residual 
 quantities or spillage
 Can also be used with low ceiling heights
 Ensures better ergonomics at the workplace
 Keeps the production environment clean
 Permits more efficient work than small containers do

Glovebox – emptying plastic powders safely

Emptying big bags – plastic powder 
from the big bag

A variety of packaging containers with plastic powders can be emptied safely and dustfree using 
the Glovebox from IB Additive. Whether sacks or small barrels: To open and empty the packaging in a 
closed room, the operator uses the gloves that are attached in bushings. The Glovebox also features 
a viewing window to provide a full view of the work area. 
Taken as a whole, the unit performs an important air-lock 
function so that plastic powder is introduced that is free 
of impurities while the dust loads of the working area 
are kept low.

The demand for raw materials is increasing due to the increasing importance of additive 
manufacturing in the production industry. The result: larger packaging units. In view of this 
development, plastic powders in big bags represent the benchmark for the efficient supply of 
raw materials for 3D printers, especially for series products.
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Plastic Powder
Sieving and blending
Sieving stations are designed to remove all particles from the powder, which exceed a defined grain size. 
The sieving stations of IB Additive contain the extremely quiet and effective ultrasonic system to generate 
vibrations and keep the sieve deck clean.

Some convincing facts
 They deliver accurate and repeatable blends
 Offer connection nozzles for new and old powders
 Achieve a thorough degree of mixing with an agitator
 Have special fluidisation to ensure uniform mixing 
 without any dead spaces
 Can be integrated into automated systems
 Also offer powder humidification

Some convincing facts
 Designed for new and used powders  
 Easy to clean, can be used autonomously 

 and integrated
 Quiet and compact
 Achieves high throughput and long service 

 life with its ultrasonic drive

Powder screening station – for fine plastic powders

Powder mixers – for homogeneous 
building powders

No precise additive manufacturing processes are possible without powder screening stations: When it 
comes to reliable 3D printing, the quality of the plastic powder is crucial. Above all, oversized particles 
or foreign matter have negative effects on the printing process. Differing particle sizes occur natural
ly, especially with reused powders. The screening station 
developed by IB Additive ensures that the plastic powder 
needed for a print job is harmonised in terms of particle 
size, both for new powders and for reused materials.

The answer is in the mixture. Especially when the aim is to homogenise old, new and overflow 
powder before 3D printing. Powder mixers from IB Additive have an integrated scale so that differ-
ent powders can be precisely metered as soon as they are being filled into the mixing container. 
The mixing itself is performed in just a few minutes and is so repeatable that any quantities of 
building powder can be produced (and above all stored) with the same mixes and mixing ratios.
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Material flow – closed conveying process for clean 
additive manufacturing
Only in closed systems can plastic powders for the additive processes of 3D printing be conveyed safely,  
cleanly and stably. In particular, it is important to ensure that the different powder qualities and powder  
materials do not contaminate each other. Specifically, the powders concerned are new powders, as well  
as waste and overflow powders. 

The conveyor technology designed by IB Additive is used as a link between the individual stations, and it 
also connects existing silo stations or unpacking stations and 3D printers. The whole process is accompa -
 nied by software that ensures a high level of automation and thus reduces staff involvement in feeding the 
printers to a minimum.

Powder conveying – 
complete planning 
and installation of the 
delivery lines

In powder conveying, delivery lines are the central supply 
network for the connected 3D printers. They are the life
line of additive manufacturing. The demands made on the 
operational reliability and availability of this fully automat
ed material flow system are thus correspondingly high.

Some convincing facts
 Designed as a closed piping system
 Supplies the additive manufacturing in a dust-free 
 and clean way
 Prevents contamination of the plastic powder
 Includes conveyor tests in our in-house pilot plant
 Means planning and assembly from one single source
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Storage – this is where quality begins
The variety of transport and storage 
containers for plastic powder is huge. 
This variance is the result of different 
systems and powder manufacturers. 
To ensure that everything fits together 
perfectly, IB Additive, as a system sup
plier, provides custommade contain
ers, vessels and silos made of metal. 
These are suitable both for storage 
and for internal and external powder 
transport. Depending on the applica
tions and the application-specific fea
tures, these vessels are equipped with 
valves for fluidisation and sensors to 
indicate the filling level. 

In highly automated plants, the stor
age containers are also equipped with 
load cells (weighing cells) to ensure 
that plastic powders are continuously 
available in 24/7 processes.

Some convincing facts
 They cover storage volumes ranging from 5 to 1000 

 litres (optionally > 1 m³)
 Are equipped with integrated filters
 Use stainless steel in the direct product environment
 Have a sturdy frame for transport by forklift; optionally 

 with load (weighing) cells and fluidisation

Powder storage – suitable 
and from a single source
For a system manufacturer for the powder supply of 3D 
printers in additive manufacturing, the correct storage of 
plastic powders represents part of any overall solution. 
IB Additive offers metallic bulk containers and silos with 
individual connections, shutoff devices and integrated 
weighing features.
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Optimise your AM processes 
with our services!
You can expect us to build good machines. You can also expect us to design an 
overall solution that perfectly matches your additive manufacturing. For this reason, 
IB Additive sees itself primarily as a system partner for the complete material flow 
of plastic and metal powders for 3D printers. Beyond pure technology, what counts 
most of all is the expertise of our employees. We bundle this all into services for 
planning, conception and seamless system integration into our customers’ auto-
mation technology.

10

First contact
Clarify requirements,
outline solutions

Testing phase
Testing under real 
production conditions

Our quotation
Transparent and well 
structured quotation

Customer’s approval
Release for manufacture 
and construction

Commissioning
Turnkey systems for 
material flow for the 
additive production

Technical consultance
Development of a concept 
for individual requirements

Interface definition
Testing the interfaces for 

the entire material flow

Site measurement
Detailed engineering 

including approval drawings

Assembly and 
construction

Our experienced team
takes care of the inte
gration in your process

After sales service
We also support the customer 
beyond the system integration



Entire system solutions for 
effective handling of plastic powder
Automated into the future

Any questions?
We’re pleased to help you

Artur Hooge
Head of Sales 

 +49 5232 69190-205
 a.hooge@ib-additive.com
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